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CHAPTER I
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
Purpose of This Study
This investigation is a study of the reading abilities of five
hundred and sixty-six pupils in one of the junior high schools in Atlanta,
grades three through nine, for the year 1932-33.
The aim of this study is to discover the abilities of the pupils
to interpret word meaning and paragraph meaning expressed in paragraphs
upon the printed pagej to assemble data necessary for comparisons within
the group concerned in this investigation; to provide data for suggestive
classification of the pupils according to their reading abilities. Since
environmental factors influence to a large extent the reading abilities
of pupils, local norms are more valuable in making comparisons. No read¬
ing norms have been established for Atlanta for the test used in this in¬
vestigation, For this reason, therefore, comparisons are made with the
standard norm, (See Appendix p. 28).
Limitations of the Study .
This study is limited to cross-sections cctisisting of eighty
pupils from each grade, third through the ninth grades. The New Stanford
Reading Test, Form V, is the only instrument of meas\u:*ement used in this
study. This instrument tested only word meaning and paragraph meaning,
Souirce of Data
The source of data is the actual test scores on the New Stanford




The method of procedure used in this investigation is the fol¬
lowings (l) execute the testing of the pupils concerned in this inves¬
tigation; (2) tabulate statistically the results of the tests; (3)
provide adequate illustrative material such as tables and figures to
support the statistical data derived in this study.
HVhat Reading Tests Should Seek to Measure
The test makers of modern times were at first concerned, chiefly,
with rate and comprehension in their attempts to measure silent reading.
These two factors, rate and comprehension, were considered separately.^
Further study, however, revealed that comprehension is very complicated.
2
E. W. Tiegs lists twelve specific abilities contributing to comprehension
in reading; *'(l) recognition and appreciation of ideas which correspond
to certain symbols (usually called word recognition); (2) facility in the
mechanics of reading, including the ease and efficiency of eye-movements
and absence of vocalization; (3) ability to utilize indices, tables of
content, dictionary, maps, pictures, etc; (4) sentence sense; (5) para¬
graph sense; (6) recognition of the purpose of reading a particular
selection; (7) familiarity with the type of material read; (8) ability
to hold details; (9) ability to detect the central thought; (lO) ability
to distinguish between essentials and non-essentials; (ll) ability to draw
inference; (12) ability to retain the sense of a selection of several
sentences.”
W. Tiegs, Tests and Measurements for Teachers, p, 324.
^Ibid., p. 324.
3
Memorization of reading matter, as presented upon the printed
page, is sometimes confused with con5)rehension,^ Ability to comprehend
is sometimes confused with such supplementary performances as the build¬
ing of right sentence structure and the presentation of correct answer.
Such confusion has led to the erroneous conclusion that comprehension
2
has occurred when, instead, it has actually been hindered.
These factors present a difficult situation. The specific ob¬
jectives of silent reading are still vague in the minds of teachers and
3
test makers. The fact that only certain limited phases of reading
abilities have been measured presents a difficulty with most reading
tests. ’’In order to measure the different specific aspects of reading
ability, therefore, it is necessary to have very long and differentiated
4
reading tests with low inter-correlations." The separate measurement
of most of the specific abilities has been rendered almost impossible.
Vocabulary tests, sentence tests, and paragraph tests have been the main
5
phases of reading abilities receiving intensive and extensive research.
The broad emphasis placed upon research in some phases of read¬
ing, and the lack of emphasis placed upon other phases of reading has led
to an irregular advancement of research in reading. The result is that
an abundance of data is available on some phases of reading abilities,
and a paucity of data is experienced on other phases.







EARLY ATTEMPTS TO MEASURE READING ABILITIES
The advantages of silent reading have not always been realized
in the school. Emphasis, in times past, was placed nainly upon oral
reading. The usual method of oral reading consisted in the right pro-
n^Inciation of words in a given selection and a repetition of the thought
of the selection to the teacher,^ This method led to crude evaluation
of reading abilities. The confusion of certain exterior evidences for
the actual ability to read is an outgrowth of this false evaluation of
2
reading abilities. The usual method of measuring success in reading
3
was based upon the quick detection and correction of mispronounced words.
The correction of these words was usually followed by the admonition to
4
read with expression and feeling.
Germany and France contributed most of the studies in reading
5
prior to 1900, but since that date according to W. S. Gray the United
States assumes the leadership in contributions in this field.
Table I, page 6, shows the number of scientific studies in read¬
ing made in England and America since 1880. During the period 1884 to
1885 only one study was recorded for both countries. Twenty-seven years
later during the period 1911 to 1915 forty-nine such studies were recorded.
Five years later, 1921-1924, 201 such studies were listed indicating an











W. S. Gray, "S\nnmary of Investigations Relating to Reading,”
School Journal, XXFIII (June, 1925), p. 6.
Elementary
New Stanford Reading Test
By Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
TEST: FORM V
FOR GRADES 2-9
Nanne Grade Boy or girl. .
Age When is your next birthday ? How old will you be then ?




















120 19-2 100 15-8 9.7 80 12-6 6.7 60 10-8 4.7 40 9-3 3.4
119 18-11 99 15-6 9.5 79 12-4 6.6 59 10-7
■
4.6 39 9-2 3.4
118 18-8 98 15-4 9.3 78 12-3 6.4 58 10-6 4.6 38 9-1 3.3
117 18-5 97 15-2 9.2 77 12-2 6.3 57 10-6 4.5 37 9-0 3.3
116 18-2 96 15-0 9.0 76 12-0 6.2 56 10-5 4.4 36 8-11 3.2
115 17-11 95 14-10 8.9 75 11-11 6.1 55 10-4 4.4 35 8-10 3.2
114 17-8 94 14-8 8.7 74 11-10 6.0 54 10-3 4.3 34 8-9 3.1
113 17-6 93 14-6* 8.5 73 11-9 5.9 53 10-2 4.3 33 8-8 3.1
112 17-4 92 14-4 8.4 72 11-8 5.8 52 10-1 4.2 32 8-7 3.1
111 17-2 91 14-1 8.2 71 11-7 5.7 51 10-0 4.1 31 8-6 3.0
no 17-0 90 13-11 8.1 70 11-6 5.7 50 9-11 4.1 30 8-5 3.0
109 16-10 89 13-9 7.9 ' 69 11-5 5.6 49 9-11 4.0 29 8-4 2.9
108 16-8 88 13-7 7.8 68 11-4 5.5 48 9-10 4.0 28 8-3 2.9
107 16-6 87 13-5 7.6 67 11-3 5.4 47 9-9 3.9 27 8-2 2.8
106 16-5 86 13-3 7.5 66 11-2 5.3 46 9-8 3.9 26 8-1 2.8
105 16-3 85 13-1 7.4 65 11-1 5.2 45 9-7 3.8 25 8-0 2.8
104 16-2 84 12-11 7.2 64 11-0 5.1 44 9-6 3.7 24 7-11 2.7
103 16-0 83 12-10 7.1 63 10-11 5.0 43 9-5 3.6 23 7-10 2.7
102 15-11 10.0 82 12-8 7.0 62 10-10 4.9 42 9-4 3.6 22 7-8 2.6
101 15-9 9.8 81 12-7 6.8 61 10-9 4.8 41 9-3 3.5 21 7-6 2.6
20 7-5 2.6
^ Grade defined as in the table in the Directions for Administering.
2 Reading ages above this point are extrapolated values. ,
Note.
To THE Examiner.
Turn the book over to find Test 1, which begins on the last page.
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New Stanf. Read. V TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING
DIRECTIONS: Write JUST ONE WORD on each
dotted line.
SAMPLE:
Dick and Tom were playing ball in the
field. Dick was throwing the ball and
was trying to catch it.
1 Ned was crying because his pony had died.
Just then a fairy appeared and asked him why
he was so sad. “Because,” said Ned, “my dear
little is dead.”2-3 Christmas brought toys for all. There was
a ball for Mary and a cart for Paul. When the
children found the presents, they were very
happy. Paul played with his
and Mary with her all day.
^3 Helen and Kate pulled their sled through
the deep snow to the top of the hill and soon
were coasting swiftly down again. They did
this over and over. The was so
deep that they found it hard work to drag the
.• to the top.3-2 A gray pussy saw a lark out in the field and
thought it would make a fine dinner. “Come
here, pretty lark,” said the , “and
I will show you the bell that hangs on my
neck.” But the wise lark said he did not care
to see the and flew away quickly.
A pretty squirrel once lived in a hollow tree
near the window of a farmhouse. In the room
where the window was, a little girl named
Nellie lay sick. Every day the
came to the window and chattered as though
to keep from getting lonesome.
10-11 A grizzly bear had a home in the high
peaks of the mountains. Four flocks of bighorn
sheep occupied the same area but there never
was any trouble between the and
the
12-13-14 Sarah practices on the piano every
morning while Tom tries to play tennis alone.
One day Tom asked Sarah to play with him
and she said, “I can’t, it would make me sick
to play.” “Playing won’t hurt
you,” said ; “it’s better for you
than playing the so much.”
Go right on to the next column.
[2]
15-16 An old fairy tale tells of a little girl who
was cured of telling falsehoods. A wise fairy
clasped a diamond necklace about the little
girl’s throat. Whenever she said anything that
was not true, the diamonds turned to coal until
the truth was told. This so shamed the
that she finally learned to speak
only the
17-18 Although Bert and John were brothers,
they were not at all alike. John was big and
strong and he had very few friends. On the
other hand, was small and weak
but he was by everyone.
19-20 xhe Eskimos sometimes live in homes
made of blocks of ice. Since ice melts rapidly
when exposed to a temperature above 32 de¬
grees, it is necessary for the Eskimos to keep
the temperature of the room below
degrees to keep the house from
21-22-23 All animals have some way of defend¬
ing themselves from attack. The lion has sharp
teeth, the rhinoceros has a hide so thick that
scarcely anything can pierce it, while the deer
can jump and run with great speed. If a single
animal had the lion’s , the rhi¬
noceros’ thick , and the deer’s
ability to , it would be hard to
conquer.
24-25-26 Dumped into Ernest’s corner of the
attic are a roller skate and a much-read story¬
book. “Ernest likes me better than he likes
you,” said the skate. “Why, you poor skate,
how mistaken you are,” said the book. At this
moment they heard from outdoors, “Come on,
Ernest, let’s scoot.” The word “scoot” set the
book’s leaves a-trembling and sent a thrill of
joy through the iron heart of the skate. But
just then it began to rain hard, “Pitter-patter,
pitter-patter,” on the attic roof. This sent a
thrill to the heart of the , and a
shudder to the heart of the
Soon Ernest came in and said, “Where is that
old of mine?”
27-28 Trout cannot live in water which is
warmer than that of their cold native mountain
streams, and they prefer flowing water to still
water. In the government fish hatcheries the
baby trout are kept in special tanks in which
the water is kept and
Turn the page and go right on.
TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING—Continued New Stanf. Read. V
29-30 Johnny was walking down the sidewalk
in a very peculiar way. He was saying, “If I
step on a crack, I will break my back; if I step
in the middle, I will feel fit as a fiddle.” His
were not of the same length,
because he was trying not to step on a
31-32 Leonardo da Vincij the artist who painted
“The Last Supper,” also made important dis¬
coveries as a scientist. We do not often think
of him as both and
33-34 jn a certain village a ton of coal costs
as much as a cord of wood, but it produces
twice as much heat. Therefore the poor fami¬
lies in this village should be advised to burn
rather than
35-36 Steel is made from iron and is therefore
a manufactured product. Similarly brass is
commonly made from copper and zinc. This
explains why we never hear of
and mines.
37-38 'Pile Iroquois and many other tribes of
Indians were very fond of war. However, the
Papago Indians of Arizona prefer peace and
quiet. The men sit lazily in the shade of their
huts while the women weave baskets. It is
hard to imagine the Indians go¬
ing to war or hard.
39-40 Deciduous trees lose their leaves in win¬
ter, while evergreens, as their name implies,
do not. Therefore, in forests composed of
trees the ground is less shaded
in winter than is the case in forests whose
trees are
41-42 There are many kinds or breeds of cattle,
each one being of some special use to man.
Jersey cows are not highly desirable for meat,
but produce large quantities of rich milk.
Hereford cattle have just the opposite charac¬
teristics. Consequently, if one wanted to pro¬
duce beef, he would choose the
rather than the breed.
43-44 All things considered, water is the most
important factor that determines success or
failure in agriculture. Temperature is fre¬
quently a limiting factor, but is
much oftener than temperature the
factor.
Go right on to the next column.
45-46 “Prince,” said the Sultan, “your condition
can never be sufficiently deplored; no one can
be more sensibly afifected by your misfortune
than I am. Never did anything so extraordi¬
nary befall any man! One thing only is want¬
ing—revenge to which you are entitled; and
I will omit nothing in my power to effect it.”
The expressed, his gratitude and
began to plan how he might secure the
to which the Sultan thought he
was entitled.
47-48 Ora and Anna Blackmore are twins.
They have a sister, Helen, and two friends,
Clara and Bessie. Write the names of two
Blackmore girls who are not of the same age.
! and
49-50 "When we hear of the Chinese wearing
wooden shoes and eating with chopsticks, we
think it very odd. A Chinaman would be just
as surprised at our leather shoes and our table
forks and spoons. The of any
people appear to anyone not fa¬
miliar with them.
51-52 A few yards away large birds were greed¬
ily feeding upon dead fish, regardless of our
presence. They were buzzards, scavengers of
our southern seacoasts. In spite of their being
ugly and unmannered, we owe them a kind of
respect, for we have learned to know they are
among the best friends of dwellers in the tropic
, disposing as they do of decay¬
ing which otherwise might be a
menace to health.
53-54 Many gardeners plant perennial flowers
in preference to annuals because the former
will bloom for more than one season. Since
larkspur is an annual and delphinium is a per¬
ennial, we can expect the will
live longer than the
55-56 jf j were writing about the rich, I should
be inclined to divide them, according to' their
attitude toward life, into workers and para¬
sites. The motto of the worker is, “I owe the
world a life,” and the motto of the....
is, “The .......owes me a living.”
57-58 Man will risk as much for notoriety as
for money. If this were not true, why would
anyone risk his life by going over Niagara
Falls in a barrel? Such a feat, even if success¬
ful, may bring the “hero” no , but
it is certain to bring him much
Go right on to the next page.
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TEST 1. READING: PARAGRAPH MEANING—Concluded
59-60-61 We have all seen iron subjected to hot
fires and yet it did not burn. However, iron
does “burn up” and this fact is demanding the
attention of some of our greatest engineers.
Iron combines very readily with oxygen to
form iron oxide, known as rust. Oxidation is
only a form of slow combustion. Consequently,
if is not treated to
oxidation it will soon
62-63 A nation composed'of good homes is a
good nation. The best homes teach their chil¬
dren high ideals and good habits which tend
to prevent sickness, poverty, vice, or crime. A
has few problems which would
not be half cured if all were good
ones.
64-65 One of the fundamental aims of silent
reading is that of training each child to attain
his highest level of achievement in speed with¬
out lowering his accuracy of comprehension.
Neither nor
should be developed at the expense of the
other,
66-67 A membrane which permits the passage
of water through it but which does not permit
substances dissolved in water to pass is called
a semi-permeable membrane. One which al¬
lows dissolved substances as well as
to pass is a membrane.
68-69 We like to subdue. Boys like,to go
stamping through the woods, breaking their
way through to new paths. Before this modern
age, war and hunting offered opportunities for
the fighting spirit. The lives of most of us
today are more Modern condi¬
tions make little demand on our
tendencies.
70-71 To pant for recognition, to yearn to im¬
press one’s personality upon one’s fellow-men,
is the essence of ambition. The ambitious per¬
son may think that he merely thirsts to “do
something” or “be somebody,” but really what
he craves is to figure potently in the minds of
others, to be greatly loved, admired, or feared.
To reap even a great success which no one
does not satisfy the yearnings
of the individual.
Go right on to the next column.
72-73 Among the most characteristic and amaz¬
ing properties of bacteria is their ability for
rapid multiplication. It has been estimated
that the descendants of one bacterium under
continued and favorable conditions would in
three days number 281,500,000,000 and weigh
about 7,000 tons. Fortunately, under ordinary
conditions does not proceed
unchecked at such a
74-75 “Naive” and “unsophisticated” are fre¬
quently confused. The former suggests a type
of behavior which is artless, spontaneous, and
free from restraints of custom. The latter im¬
plies fully as great lack of knowledge of social
usage, and, in addition, conduct which is primi¬
tive and perchance inelegant. Thus, the
youth was the first to enter the
car, and his little sister warmly
kissed him in the presence of the king.
76-77 The production of bodily energy involves
a chemical process. Animal energy is derived
ultimately from food. All cell activity involves
the expenditure of energy. Therefore all
have to be
Fundamentally, education depends upon the
capacity of a person to profit by past experi¬
ences. Past situations modify present and fu¬
ture adjustments. Education in its broadest
sense means acquiring experiences that serve
to existing inherited or acquired
tendencies of behavior.
Suppose that in a certain country the law
provides that a will, to be a valid legal instru¬
ment, must be signed by the testator (maker)
in the joint presence of at least two witnesses
who must themselves sign the document in
attestation of the testator’s signature. Mr.
Brown having drawn up a will in the morn¬
ing calls in Mr. Smith to witness his signature
and in the afternoon calls in Mr. Jones. Since
Mr. Jones was not present in the morning, Mr.
Brown again signs the will and Mr. Jones then
signs it. This will is because the
two witnesses witnessed the mak¬
ing of Mr, Brown’s signature.
End of Test 1. Look over your work.
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TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING New Stanf. Read. V
DIRECTIONS: Draw a line under the word that
makes the sentence true, as shown in the samples.
Frightful means discreet precise
enthusiastic terrifying vigorous
SAMPLES:
A rose is a
box flower home month river
A roof is found on a
book person rock house word
1 New York is the name of a
city person ride river school
2 A shining thing is
dull high bright warm wide
3 Silk is for
books dresses gardens horses letters
4 Joyful means
even great happy short slow
5 Tears come usually when we
drink eat talk walk cry
6 A horn makes
pictures plans suits music tears
7 A limb is a part of a
story table tree wall window
8 To stitch is to
reward sew starve suggest tempt
5 The ocean is
fire land paper water wood
^6 To lift means to
raise begin drive laugh watch
Cotton is used for baskets
clothes dinners notes wheels
12 An American is a
ball house person place table
13 A farmer works chiefly with
fish coal plants rocks wood
14 Beaches are found on a
barn coast cloak horse roof
15 A vessel is a
boat bow cloth forest lady
16 To pronounce is to
sail show speak stand watch
17 A couch is a kind of
bed captain offer pick wall
18 To be free is to have liberty
luxury patience religion revenge
Go right on to the next column.
20 Clever means
bright neat peculiar stern upright
21 A snake is a foreigner
gallery geography mold serpent
22 To inquire is to
appear rest ask sleep watch
23 A remark is something that is
destroyed slow held kept said
24 To despise is to
bind effect hate obey observe
25 A parson is a
minister pond porch prison robin
26 A monstrous thing is
enormous modest musical useful torn
27 An argument is a discussion
gully gymnasium penance perjury
28 Injury means
charm experience haste harm limit
20 A misunderstanding is a kind of diadem
disagreement disk magnet monastery
30 To scare is to
sjmipathize tackle taunt terrify loan
31 A worshiper is domestic
fearful gracious religious steady
32 To sneer is to
scoff scorch scratch scream scrub
33 To be brave is to be humble
courageous frightful honorable ignoble
34 Contentment means notion
provision rainbow satisfaction trifle
35 Unarmed means advantageous
beggarly defenseless verbal wasteful
36 A purchaser is a
flatterer buyer flirt hearer voter
37 A sawmill produces
candy brides dew wire lumber
38 Commerce means
speed station trade uncle weather
55 To grant means to
get give . see step wish
Go right on to the next page.
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TEST 2. READING: WORD MEANING—Continued
Violence usually causes benefit
happiness harm knowledge respect
A literary person is a champion
driver robber founder writer
42 A cave is a
ballad dresser frontier grotto plea
43 An occupation
bath luxury
is a kind of
activity relative vein
44 Thou means her him me they you
46 To reveal is to
abuse disclose mess motor seek
To be prompt is to be formal
frightful hospitable punctual purified
Capacity refers to
authority bloom climate habit volume
Shameful means dispassionate
immaterial naive scandalous tractable
63 Romantic means perverse
sentimental shabby shameless spry
6^ Meager means exceptional
scant suspicious trivial vertical66Indefinite means congenial
indebted lawless workmanship vague
'^6 Solemnity means legibility
magic neutrality seriousness untidiness
A ballot is used in draining
freezing grinding voting wrapping
^6 Ambition means aspiration
frivolity loitering remorse slothful
To heed is to
escape fancy hurry notice prove
60 Lifeless means inanimate
indefinite infamous undecided untidy
61 Dignified means lonely
monstrous prominent spiritual stately
62 An opponent is an
owl antagonist officer outlaw inlet
63 Tumultuous is boisterous
hapless jocund lowly massy
64 Constancy means grudge
morsel rainfall steadfastness warfare
66 Eternally means already
always completely entirely squarely
66 Liberality means promotion
robbery reproof scandal generosity
67 A legacy is an
inheritance inscription ox ankle elf
68 A frenzy is a county
growth majority robber rage
66 To be elaborate is to be artless
complicated headstrong plain ignored
67 Ceaseless means boisterous
diminished discontented ended incessant
68 Unscrupulous means dishonest
vagrant voluntary willful zigzag
69 To sever is to
cut hurt jump tie twist76To quail is to
attack cower expand hunt retreat
71 Submissiveness means daring
cute heaviness wise meekness
72 Doleful means
molten nameless oriental vague rueful
73 An associate is an adversary
antagonist emigrant ensign
74 Covetous means avaricious
bountiful gaudy gray-headed
76 A reprobate is one who is very
cowardly wealthy wicked
76 To impair is to
brand commend damage mingle scrape
77 Sluggish means cadaverous
inert loquacious spectral vertiginous
78 An insurrection is a fugitive
rebellion publication punishment hermit
79 Quiescent means inactive





69 To forbear means to
abstain knead ladle, loan mimic
Go right on to the next column.
66 Audacious means absurd
adverse casual daring hapless
End of Test 2. Look over your work.
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INew Stanford Reading Test
By Truman L. Kelley, Giles M. Ruch, and Lewis M. Terman
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
The following instructions are all that are needed to
give the tests. The instructions for scoring the tests are
given with the scoring key. More detailed information
concerning the construction, validity, and reliability of
the tests; the norms; and the interpretation and uses
of the test results are given in the complete Guide for
Interpreting the New Stanford Achievement Test.
The person in charge of the testing program for a
school or school system will need a copy of the complete
Guide for Interpreting the New Stanford Achievement Test
in order to have the test results interpreted and used
properly. (The Guide must be ordered separately.)
GENERAL DIRECTIONS
N.B. The teacher should become thoroughly acquainted
with all the directions in this booklet before attempting to
give the test.
rf'
Conditions of the Test
The New Stanford Reading Test can be given satis¬
factorily by any teacher or principal who is willing
to follow the directions in this manual conscientiously
and who is reasonably skillful in discipline. The tester
should possess a pleasing personality and be able_ to speak
the necessary directions clearly and distinctly" enough
that every one in the test group may hear.
Pupils in Grades 2 and 3 should be tested in ordinary
classroom groups. Pupils in Grades 4 to 9 may be
tested in ordinary classroom groups or in larger groups
of a hundred or more, if proper controls are provided.
Pupils in ^Grades 4 to 9 inclusive may be grouped for
testing purposes.
Good testing conditions demand that there should be
quiet throughout the testing period. Strict obedience
and attention on the part of the pupils are absolutely
necessary. No questions should be permitted after the
testing begins. There should be a spirit of rapport
between the tester and the pupils. No visitors should be
allowed. Sufficient assistants should be provided, when
large groups are being tested, to see that every one
understands what he is to do and that he has the neces¬
sary materials with which to do it, and in order to
discourage copying or giving assistance in any way.
The person administering the test must speak dis¬
tinctly and at a moderate speed. Undue stress and
levity are to be avoided. An agreeable manner, but one
suggestive of authority, is essential. Give all commands
in a quick, energetic voice distinct enough for all those
for whom it is intended to hear. Avoid shouting. Give
all directions slowly, with careful attention to emphasis
where it is needed. Follow the directions exactly. Be
watchful, and in so far as possible prevent disturbances
within or without the room which might in any way
interfere with the work of any pupil. Permit no whis¬
pering or copying. Distribute test booklets and ad¬
minister the tests with dispatch. Systematize the work
to avoid delay in administration. Adhere carefully to
the time limits. A stop watch is desirable but not
absolutely necessary. (The time limits are liberal.
Probably many pupils will finish before time is called.)
Plan your procedure in detail before attempting to ad¬
minister the tests. Their administration is easy, but
it is necessary to know exactly what to do at each
moment of the testing time.
The total working time for the reading test. Grades 2
to 9 inclusive, is 35 minutes. The gross time is slightly
longer. The test may be given in a single sitting, or
each of the two parts may be given in a separate sitting.
DIRECTIONS FOR ADMINISTERING
{Identical for Forms V and W. To be followed verbatim)
“ Here is a test to show how much you have learned.
I will give each of you a test book. Do not write on it
or open it until I tell you to.” (See that this is obeyed.)
After all are provided with test books and pencils:
“ Now fill the blanks at the top of the first page, here.
(Hold up test book and point to the blanks.) Do it as
quickly as you can, but write plainly. On the first line
where it says Name, write your name. (Pause.) After
the word Grade, write the number that tells what grade
you are in. (Name the grade.) After Boy or Girl,
write the word that tells which you are. (Pause.) On
the next line, where it says Age, tell how old you are now.
(Pause.) Then tell when your next birthday will come
and how old you will be then. (Pause.) On the next
line write the name of this school. (Give the name.)
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At the end of the same line write the date.” (Name
the date. Give to the younger children any necessary
assistance.)
After the blanks have been filled: “ Now, listen care¬
fully and do just what I tell you to do. Do not begin
until I say Go. The very second I say Stop, you must
stop and hold your pencils up. After we have begun, you
must not ask questions. If you break your pencil, hold
up your hand and I will give you another. Do your
best and pay no attention to what any one else is doing.
“ Now turn the book over to Test 1, like this. (Illus¬
trate.) It says Test 1 at the top of the page.”
Test 1. Reading: Paragraph Meaning
“ Read the words at the top of the page, here. (Hold
up booklet and point to the sample sentence.) It says
(read slowly): Dick and Tom were playing ball in the
field. Dick was throwing the ball and (pause)
was trying to catch the ball. Who was trying to catch
the ball?” (Encourage pupils to answer aloud.) As
soon as the correct answer is given, say: “ Yes, Tom was
trying to catch it. You must write Tom on the dotted
line. (Pause until the word is written.)
“ Wherever you see a dotted line, it means that a word
has been left out. Begin with No. 1, read each para¬
graph carefully, and write JUST ONE WORD on each
dotted line to show what has been left out. When you
have finished this page, turn to the next. There are
three pages of this test, and you must keep right on until
you finish all three pages. Ready — Go.” (See that
pupils do not stop at the end of the first or second page.
Try to keep all the pupils at work until time is called.)
Allow 25 minutes; then say: “ Stop. Turn back to
the first page, on which you wrote your name. Now
watch what I do and do the same thing. (Take the left
edge of the front page and turn the page over.) It
says Test 2 at the top of the page.” (Pause and make sure
that all the pupils have found the place.)
Test 2. Reading: Word Meaning
” Read the directions at the top of the first column.
They say. Draw a line under the word thatrmakes the
sentence true, as shown in the samples. Look at the
first sample sentence. A rose is a box flower home
month river. Of course a rose is a flower; so a line
has been drawn under the word flower.
“ Look at the next sentence. A roof is found on a book
person rock house word. Of course a roof is found
on a house; so the word house has a line under it.
The test has two pages. Answer as many as you can on
both pages. In each sentence draw a line under the
word that makes the sentence true. Ready — Go.”
Directions for Administering
(See that pupils do not stop at the end of the first column
or first page.)
Allow 10 minutes; then say: “ Stop. Close your
books.” Collect all test booklets immediately.
DIRECTIONS FOR SCORING
The Directions for Scoring are given in full with the
scoring keys enclosed in each package of tests.
DIRECTIONS FOR INTERPRETING TEST
SCORES 1
By means of the parallel rows of figures across the
bottom of each test of the battery, the pupil’s achieve¬
ment on any test is automatically given an equated value
related to the table of norms. For example, the rows
of figures across the bottom of the Paragraph Meaning
Test in Form V appear as follows:
Sum . . 0 I 2 3 39 40 41 42 ]
Score . . 3 13 16 18 jj 76 77 78 80 j
The upper row represents the number of blanks to be
filled in the test. The lower row represents the equated
value, in terms of the norms, for having satisfactorily
completed any number of those blanks. If, for instance,
a pupil successfully filled 42 blanks in the examination,
the scorer checks the number 42 in the upper row of
figures and directly under the 42 is 80, which represents
the equated value of the actual achievement. Thus,
80 is the score (not 42), and is the only score to be used to
represent the pupil’s achievement in any further refer¬
ence made to it.
Age and grade norms. On the front page of the Read¬
ing Test a table of norms is given by means of which
pupils’ scores may be changed to reading ages and grades.
Table of Fractional Parts of Grades Completed
Date of testing . . . Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. April May June
IS IS IS IS IS 15 IS IS IS IS
Annual promotions .0 .1 .2 .3 •4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9
Grade, a low section .0 .1 .2 •3 •4 Midyear .0 .1 .2 .3 •4
Grade, a high section •5 .6 .7 .8 .9 promotions -S .6 •7 .8 •9
There is provided in each package of booklets a Class
•Record which may be used if it is desired to bring together
on one sheet the complete record of scores of the pupils
of a grade or class for convenient reference. The names
of the pupils may be entered either alphabetically or in
order of the total scores, according to preference. A
tabular form is provided on the back of the Class Record
for tabulating the distributions of scores.
' The person in charge of a testing program for a school or school system
will need a copy of the complete Guide for Interpreting the New Stanford
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w. s. Gray, “Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Elementary
School Journal, XXVIII (June, 1925), p. 5,
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In 1850 some investigations were beg\m in Germany and France.
The investigators were primarily concerned, it seems, with perception
and ^e-movements.^ This early beginning in Germany and France was fol¬
lowed by increasing interest producing scholarly researches in this field
from such men as Cattel, Erdman, Mueller, Zeitler, Messmer, Landolt,
2
Jarve and Goldsheider, .
Of the previously mentioned investigations the studies of Cattel
at Leipsig are worthy of note. From the idea that reading proceeds by
word-, phrase-, and sentence-wholes, his investigations established the
fact that the time required to perceive whole words and in some cases,
whole phrases and whole sentences was no greater than the time required
3
to perceive a single letter.
Cattel's Investigations were instrumental in focusing attention
on the traditional methods of teaching reading. The verifications of his
thesis upset previous ideas on the teaching of reading and challenged the
4
elementary school to produce a better method.
A further examination of Table I, page 6, reveals the fact that
previous to 1896 very few studies of reading situations were reported for
England and America. Some of the investigations carried on in this early
period were concerned with the "psychology and physiology of reading,
children's interests in reading, vocabulary tests, rhythm in oral reading
5
and historical development of school readers".
%. S. Gray, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Elementary
School Journal, XX7III (June, 1925), p. 6.
^Ibid., p. 6.
^James M. Cattel, "Reactions and Perceptions", Essays Philosophical and
Psychological in Honor of William James, pp. 569-584.
^Ibid., pp. 569-684.
S. Gray, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading, "Elementary
School Journal, Vol. XXVIII (Jvine, 1925), p. 5.
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SOME PREVIOUS STUDIES IN THE MEASURING OP READING
The St. Louis Study
A survey consisting of a study of the accomplishments of pupils
of different nationalities was csurried on in St. Louis in an attempt to
discover some of the factors which condition progress in reading among
children in the elementary schools. When the pupils were classified
and tested on the basis of language spoken in their homes, "it was found
that in the primary grades, English and German-speaking children repre¬
sented the average achievement, and that Italian children were distinctly
below the average". The conclusion drawn from the facts discovered was
that aside from the German and Jewish children, all foreign speaking
children were seriously handicapped because of language difficulties when
reading was the determining factor.^
The Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Study
A city-wide survey including all grades, from the fourth grade
through the eighth grade, was carried on in the public schools of Pitts¬
burgh, Pennsylvania to study the reading problems of children in the
elementary schools. The Sangren-Woody Reading Test was the instrument
of investigation used in the survey. The results of this investigation
revealed that there was no such thing as homogenous grouping of pupils in
the public schools of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania when reading ability was
the determining factor. Data from the results of the tests revealed
that seventy-three per cent of 7,963 children reported in the fourth
grade were in grades other than the fourth grade from the standpoint of
S. Gray, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Bulletin
No. 28, University of Chicago, 1925, p. 151.
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reading equivalents. They distributed themselves from below the third
grade up to and above the ninth grade. In addition to what has already
been said concerning the fourth grade pupils, seventy-five percent of
the pupils in the fifth grade appeared to be in grades other than the
fifth grade, seventy-seven percent of the pupils in the sixth grade
appeared to be in grades other than the sixth grade, seventy-five per¬
cent of the pupils in the seventh grade appeared to be in grades other
than the seventh grade, and seventy-six percent of the pupils in the
1
eighth grade appeared to be in grades other than the eighth grade.
The Cleveland, Ohio Study
A survey was made in the public schools of Cleveland, Ohio
in District Ho, 2, The reading situation in this district compared
favorably with the norms of the test used as an instrument of investiga¬
tion in making the survey, Nevertheless, the results of the tests
revealed a very wide range of reading abilities in certain grades. For
2
example, some of the sixth grade pupils read at the third grade level.
The Chicago Study
An interesting study was carried on in Chicago including colored
children who had been reared in Chicago, white children who had been
reared in the same section of Chicago, and a group of colored children who
were native southerners, but had received training in the schools of
Chicago, In this study a significant difference was observed only in the
case of the children who were native southerners. This study established
3
the fact that races are complicated by external factors.
^Research Bulletin, Vol. VI, Ho, 1, Bureau of Education Research,
gPittsburgh, Pennsylvania, 1932, pp. 11-15,
Research Bulletin, Ho. 14, Bureau of Educational Research, Cleveland, Ohio
September 25, 1929, p, 6
S, Gray Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading Bulletin No, 28
University of Chicago, 1925, p, 101 '
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The Coxe and Orleans Study
Thirteen thousand children in New York State were tested hy
Coxe and Orleans through the use of the Monroe Sile nt Reading Test to
determine their reading achievement, A significant conclusion drawn
from a comparison of the 1923 and 1924 records of thirty classes was
that the one-teacher schools had the largest average gain, while the
smallest average gain was registered by the two- and three-teacher
schools. The record of the one-teacher school for 1923 showed the low¬
est average gain registered, and this accounted for the significant
gain registered in 1924, when the opportunity for increase in scores
is considered.^
The Fishback Rhetorical Study
Fishback made a study to determine the effect of well-written
English passages and modified or altered passages upon achievement in
reading. The original passage was modified by substituting synonyms
for fifty-two words used in the passage, changing the position of two
paragraphs, and combining short sentences into longer sentences. TOien
the general reading abilities of the groups concerned in the investiga¬
tion were tested they were found to be approximately the same. Achieve¬
ment on the test composed of fifty-four true-false statements determined
the scores on the comprehension of the content of the passage. The re¬
sults of the test revealed that the half of the group reading the orig-
2
inal passage registered higher scores.
%, S, Gray, "Summary of Investigations Relating to Reading," Elementary
School Journal, XXVI (May, 1926), p, 662,
^Ibid., p. 664.
CHAPTER II
TESATMEHT OF THE RESULTS
Explanation of the Test Used in this InTestlgatlon.
Upon inspection of the blank form of the New Stanford Reading
Test, Form V, included in this study, page 5, it is seen that two definite
and closely related phases of reading ability are measured. The New Stan¬
ford Reading Test, Fom V, is composed of two tests, paragraph meaning and
word meaning. Further inspection shows the tests to be made up of eighty
items each, with a highest possible score of 134 in paragraph meaning and a
highest possible score of 124 in word meaning. The total reading score
Trtiich is obtained by averaging the obtained scores on the paragraph meaning
and word meaning tests, can be interpreted in terms of school grades and
reading age. School grade is interpreted in terms of school years and read¬
ing age is interpreted in terms of calendar years.
Significance of Low and High Section in Each grade Level,
The reader is reminded that the low section and the high s eotion
of the various grade levels are not indicative of mental conditions. The
section of a grade at any level means that the second semester work of that
gr8uie is in progress, and the low section of a grade means that the first
semester work has already begun. Pupils are considered as having overlapping
reading abilities when the scores ebtained by the pupils have grade equivalents
other than that grade in which the pupils are enrolled.
The Results of the Investigation,
The results of this investigation are shown in Table II, page 12,
idiich gives the frequency distribution, means, standard deviations and
numbers of pupils concerned in the investigation for the various grade
11
TABLE II..
Frequenoes for the Various Grade Levels





5 3 2 2
10 4 6 3
3 11 5 10 4 2 1
4 4 6 2 5 3 0
4 2 7 5 10 9 0 2
6 4 7 5 7 7 1 5 1
1 4 3 5 3 7 2 6 3
1 3 2 4 3 3 7 10 1 6 2
3 4 5 4 4 6 2 4 3 1 1
3 3 2 11 6 6 3 4 3 5
1 1 10 5 5 5 6 3 6 7
1 3 11 4 4 8 5 6
1 1 5 6 8 7 6 4
5 11 5 5 7 10
3 5 2 5 2 4
3 1 4 3 5
0 2 2 1
2 2 1 2
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levels. Inspection of the frequency distributions showi in the table sug¬
gests overlapping of reading abilities at the different grade levels.
The suggested overlapping indicates further that certain percentages of
pupils in the lower grade levels reached or exceeded the neans obtained
by the various upper grade levels. Observation of the frequency distri¬
butions suggest close relations between the means of successive grade
levels. This relation is discussed in terms of significance of differ¬
ence between independent means. The interpretation of the results of
this investigation is primarily concerned with the following disoussionss
(1) percentage of pupils at each grade level obtaining scores equal to or
above the standard norm for that grade; (2) overlapping of reading abili¬
ties at the various grade levels; (3) and comparison of the obtained class
mean with the norms for the various grade levels. A comparison of the
obtained class means with the norms for the various grade levels is shown
in the appendix. The standard norms, as shown on the face of the New
Stanford Reading Test, Form V, were derived in the process of standardi¬
zation over the United States.
Reading Abilities Equal to or Above the Standard Norm.
Figiire I, page 14, shows the percentage of pupils at the different
grade levels with scores reaching or exceeding and falling below the standard
norm. 11101110 all of the grade levels do not compare with the norm to the same
extent, there are certain grade levels, as shown by Figure 1, page 14, which
have favorable percentages of scores reaching or exceeding the standard norm.
Particular reference is made here to those grades, in order, the low third Awd
high third grades, the low fourth and high fourth grades, the low seventh ani
high seventh grades. At every other grade level there are percentages of
scores equal to or above the norm, but the comparison of such percentages with
the norm is only less favorable. In the low third grade over fifty percent
14
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of the pupils obtained scores equal to or above the standard norm. In the
high third grade the j)ercentage is almost as favorable. The figure shows
also that the percentage of pupils obtaining scores equal to or above the
standard norm varies widely at different levels.
The Low Third Through the High Sixth Grades
From the low third through the high sixth grades the percentages
of pupils making scores equal to or above the standard norm are as follows:
fifty-four prcent in the low third grade; forty-six percent in the high
third grade; 21,9 percent in the low fourth grade; 29,8 percent in the high
fourth grade; 9,7 percent in the low fifth grade; 6,4 percent in the high
fifth grade; 15.9 percent in the low sixth grade; and 2,9 percent in the
high sixth grade.
The Low Seventh Through the High Ninth Grades
From the low seventh grade thro ugh the high ninth grade the p r-
centage of pupils making scores equal to or above the standard norm is as
follows: 34.5 in the low seventh grade; 34,5 percent in the high seventh
grade; 3.7 percent in the low eighth grade; 13.6 percent in the high eighth
grade; 9,7 percent in the low ninth grade; and 11,5 percent in the high
ainth grade.
Overlapping of Reading Abilities
Table II, page 12, showing the results of this investigation in
terms of frequency distributions suggests an overlapping of reading
abilities when the observed frequencies are considered. Figures 2-16 are
histograms representing the results presented in Table II. Observa¬
tion of these figures shows a large amount of overlapping in reading
abilities at every grade level. It is seen that at every grade level
there are scores 'which reach or exceed the means of successive grade
levels. A more definite presentation of this overlapping is gained
through the inspection of Table III, page 17, where the percentage of




PERCENTAGE OF PUPILS OF LOl'ER GRADES REACHING
OR EXCEEDING THE lEANS OF UPPER GRADES
GRADE LEVELS
3-L 3-H 4-L 4-H 5-L 5-H 6-L 6-H 7-L 7-H 8-L 8-H
High third 28.9
Low fourth 27,2 46.
High fourth 15.8 31. 36.
Low fifth 15.3 24.2 24. 42,1
High fifth 5, 16, 14.6 39,2 38.
Low sixth 1. 2. 1. 6. 4,5 10,
High sixth 4.5 14.6 16. 24,2
Low seventh 1. 3.7 2.3 ■4 >
High seventh 2.3 1.1 38.2
Low eighth 31.9 9, 42.1
High eighth 2,3 2.3 31. 46. 18.4
Low ninth 1.4 42.1 *54. 24. *57.
High ninth 15.9 30.9 12,5 34,5
To read table:
Read horizontally for grade levels and vertically for percentages of
pupils in lower grade levels reaching or exceeding the means of upper grade levels. For
example; 2.3 percent of the high sixth grade reached or exceeded the means of the low
seventh grade.
* Note: The means of these grades exceeded the means of upper grade levels.
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pupils Eisiking scores equal to or above the means of upper grade levels
is shoen* The recognition of such data presented in the table should
provide a definite basis for suggestive classification of the pupils
•when reading ability is taken as the determining factor. These findings
agree with the findings of studies included in this study in showing that
the reading abilities of pupils vary widely even at the same grade level.
This data show what percent of pupils in the lower grade levels may bo
placed in the upper grade levels when reading is the basis of classifica¬
tion.
In Table III,ip»17, the actual grade levels are onxanerated
horizontally at the head of the table, and the higher grade levels whose
means are equaled or exceeded by scores in the lower grade levels are
enumerated vertically at the lofb side of the Table. Thus, it is seen
that thirty-six percent of the pupils in the low fourth grade made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high fourth grade, or 42.1
percent of the pupils in the high fourth grade made scores equal to or
above the mean for the low fifth grade.
The Low Third and High Third Grades
In the low third grade 28.9 percent of the pupils made scores
l
equal to or above the mean for high third grade; 27.2 percent of pupils
made scores equal to or above the mean for the low fourth grade; 15.8
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the iie£m for the
high fourth grade; 15.3 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or
above the mean for the low fifth grade; five percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high fifth grade; and one per
cent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the low
sixth grade.
In the high third grade fbrtgr-six percent of the pupils made
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scores equal to or above the mean for the lour fo\jrth grade; thirty-one
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the
high fourth grade; 24.2 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or
above the mean for the low fifth grades; sixteen percent of the pupils
made scores equal to or above the mean for the high fifth grades; and
two percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for
the low sixth grade.
The Low Fourth and High Fourth Grades
In the low fourth grade thirty-six percent of the pupils
made scores equal to or above the msan for the high fourth grade;
twenty-four percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the
mean for the low fifth grade; 14.6 percent of the pupils made scores
equal to or above the moan for the high fifth grade; one percent of
the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the low sixth
grade; and 4.5 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above
the mean for the high sixth grade.
In the high fourth grade 42.1 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the low fifth grade; 39.2 per¬
cent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the moan for the high
fifth grade; six percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above
the mean for the low sixth grade; and 14.6 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high sixth grads.
The Low Fifth and High Fifth Grades
In the low fifth grade thirty-eight percent of the pupils
made scores equal to or above the mean for the high fifth grade; 4.6
poroont of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for tte
low sixth grade; and sixteen percent of the pupils made scores equal
to or above the moan for the high sixth grade.
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In the high fifth grade ten percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the low sixth grade; 24.2
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the rneem for
the high sixth grade; and one percent of the pupils made scores
equal to or above the mean for the low seventh grade.
The Low Sixth and High Sixth Grades
In the low sixth grade 3.7 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for t}» low seventh grade; 2.3
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for
the high seventh grade; 31.9 percent of the pupils made scores equal
to or above the mean for the low eighth grade; and 2.3 percent of
the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the high eighth
grade.
In the high sixth grade 2.3 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the low seventh grade; 1.1
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the
high seventh grade; nine percent of the pupils made scores equal to
or above the meeui for the low eighth grade; 2.3 percent of the pupils
made scores equal to or above the mean for the high eighth grade; and
1.4 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for
the low ninth grade.
The Low Seventh and High Seventh Grades
In the low seventh grade 38.2 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high seventh grade; 42.1
percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean for the
low eighth grade; 42.1 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or
above the mean for the low ninth grade; and 16.9 percent of tlie pupils
made scores equal to or above tlie mean of the high ninth grade.
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In the high seventh grade forty-six percent of the pupils
made scores equal to or above the mean for the high eighth grade;
and 30,9 percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the
mean of the high ninth grade*
The Low Eighth and High Eighth Grades
In the low eighth grade 18.4 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high eighth grade; twenty-
four percent of the pupils made scores equal to or above the mean
for the low ninth grade; and 12*5 percent of the pupils made scores
Squal to or above the mean for the high ninth grade*
In the high eighth grade 34*5 percent of the pupils made
scores equal to or above the^mean for the high ninth grade*
30*9 percent of the pupils in the low ninth grade made
scores equal to or above the mean for the high ninth grade*
Significance of Difference Between Means
It is important to use statistical measures in testing the
significance of differences between independent means at any grade
level in order to note Tdiether or not small differences have arisen
through the chance factor* Such differences are net regarded as
significant if they are less than four times the probable error, in
that the condition might be reversed on another sampling* This
measure determines the degree of chance in the obtained means*
Grades Low Third to High Sixth
(Boys and Girls Compared)
In Table JV, p* 22, it may bo noted that in the majority
of the cases from the low third to the high sixth grades there are
no significant differences observed between the means when the boys
and girls are compared at the same grade level* However, in one case
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TABLE lY- SIGENIFICAIJCE OF DIFFERENCES BErtTCEN MEANS
MEANS. GRADESs 3-L TO 6-H
Grade; 3-1 (N-40) Grade; 3-H (N-40)
Boys (N-22) Girls (N-18) Boys (N-18) Girls (N-22)
Norm 31 41
Class Mean 34.50 32.50 37.68 ff 39,75
S. D. 15,0 11,60 12,90 14.00
P. E./il. 2,15 1,85 2,05 2,01
Difference between Means 2 2. 07
Probable Error of Difference 2.84 2. 87
Diff./fe. D. •704 .721
Grade; 4-L (N-»40) Grade; 4-H (N-40)
Boys (N-18) Girls (N-22) Boys (N-19) Girls (N-25)
.Norm 49 57
Class Mean 33,32 42.45 40.15 49,14
S. D. 11.01 8.55 15,90 11,10
P. e.A* 1,07 1.23 2.46 1,49
Difference between Means 9. 13 8. 99
Probable Error of Difference 1. 66 2. 87
Diff.A. D. 5. 55 3. 13
Grade; 5-L (N-40) Grade; 5-H (N-40)
Boys (N-22) Girls (N-18) Boys (N-13) Girls (N-27)
Norm 63
Class Mean 46,8 49,5 49,40 50.30
S. D. 8,64 11,64 14.45 9.48
P# 1.24 1.85 2,70 1.23
Difference between Means 2.7 • 90
Probable Error of Difference 2, 22 2.97
Diff./E. D. 1. 21 • 303
Grade;6-L (N-40) Grade; 6-H (N-40)
Boys (N-17) Girls (N-23) Boys (N-15) Girls (N-25)
Norm 74 78
Class Mean 63.70 62,50 59,30 59,38
S. D. 10,75 7,23 9,99 7,08
p, e./Ai, 1,76 1,01 1,70 - .95
Difference between Means 80 .08
Probable Error of Difference 2. 03 1.93
Diff*/ E, D, 1. 87 .041
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TABLE Yt . SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BEr/ffiEN MEANS
(HIADES: 7-L TO 9-H
Grades 7-L (N-40) Grades 7-H (N-42)
Boys (N-20) Girls (N-20) Boys (N-20) Girls (N-22)
Nona
Class Mean 77,55 81,15 82,25 80.50
S, D. 8,37 9,87 13,20 9,95
1,26 1,49 1.98 1,49
Difference lietvreen Means - 360 - 1
Probable Error of Difference 1,94 2 .47
Diff,/fe. D. 1,85 ,709
Grades 8-L (N-40) Grades 8-H (N-40)
Boys (N-20) Girls (N-20) Boys (N-20) Girls (N-20)
Nona
Class Mean 70.25 73,50 87.55 81,55
S, D. 12,50 10,98 12.65 7,8
P, E,/lI, 1.88 1.65 1,90 1.19
Difference between Means 5. 25 — be 0
Probable Error of Difference 2. 50 2.24
Diff,/^. D, 1. 30 2,81
Grade s 9-L (N-40) Grade s 9-H (N-40)
Boys (N-20) Girls (N-20) Boys (N-20) Girls (N-20)
Norm
Class Meai 77,68 82.50 85,30 87.55
S. D. 12.85 11.20 9,78 9.06
p. 1,93 1,69 1,47 1,36
Difference between Means 4, 82 2.25
Probable Error of Difference 2. 56 2,00
Diff./^. D, !• 88 1.13
TABLE .YI* SIGNIFICANCE OF DIFFERENCES BETVIEEN MEANS
GIRLS GRADES 7-L TO 9-H
Grade: 7-Low Grade: 8-Low Grade: 7-Low Grade; 9-Low Grade: 8-Low Grade: 9-Low
Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20)
Mean 81,15 73.50 81,15 82.50 73.50 82,50
S, D, 9,87 10.98 9.87 11.20 10,98 11.20
P. E./^I 1.49 1.65 1.49 1.69 1.65 1.69
Difference "betTOeen Means - 765 1.35 9,0
Probable Error of Difference 2.22 2.25 2.36
Diff./fe. D, 3.45 .751 3,81
Grade: 7-High Grade; 8-High Grade: 7-High Grade: 9-High Grade: 8-High Grade:9-Hig
Girls (N-22) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-22 Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20) Girls (N-20
Mean 80,50 81.55 80,50 87.55 81.55 87.55
S, D, 9,95 7.8 9,95 9,06 7.8 9,06
P. E.^iil. 1.49 1,19 1.49 1,36 1.19 1.36
Difference between Means 1.05 7,05 6,00
Probable Error of Difference 1.90 2.01 1,80
Diff./fe. D. .553 3.51 3.33
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^ABLE 711. SIGUIFICMCE OF DIFFERENCE BBTV'JEEN IfflANS
:60YS GRADES 7-L TO 9-H
,Grade: 7-Low Grade: 8-Low Grade: 7-low Grade: 9-Low Grade: 8-Low Grade; 9-Low
Boys (N-20) Boys. (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20)
IJIean 77.55 70.25 77.55 77.68 70.25 77.68
S. B. 8.37 12.50 8.37 12.85 12,50 12,85
P. e.A 1.26 1.88 1.26 1.93 1,88 1,93
Difference between Means -7.30 .13 7,43
Probable Error of Difference 2.26 2.SD 2,69
Diff./4). D. 3.22 2.76
Grade: 7-High Grade: 8-High Grade: 7-High Grade: 9-High Grade: 8-High Grade: 9-High
Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20) Boys (N-20)
Mean 82.50 87.55 82,50 85,30 87.55 85.30
S. D. 13.20 12i65 13.20 9,78 13,20 9,78
p. e/4i 1,98 1,90 1.98 1.47 1.90 1,47
Difference between Means 5.05 2. 80 2,25
Probable Error of Difference 2.74 2,46 2.40
Diff./fe. D. 1.84 1, 14 .937
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at the low fourth grade, the difference bettreen the means of the
boys and girls is large enough to say that the mean for the girls
is due to absolute reading ability or some factor other than chance*
Grades Low Seventh to High Ninth
(Boys and Girls Compared)
Wien the boys suid girls are compared at the same grade
level from the low seventh grade to the high ninth grade there is
no significant difference between means large enough to enable one
to say that such a condition would exist at all times, (Table V ,
p•23)•
Grades Low Seventh, Low Eighth and
Low Ninth- - Girls Compared
There is no significant difference observed when the girls
in the low eighth, low seventh and low ninth grades are compared,
(Table YI, p.24).
Grades High Seventh, High Eighth and
High Ninth - Girls Compared
There is no significant difference observed when the girls
in the high seventh, high eighth and high ninth grades are compared
Grades Low Seventh, Low Eighth and
Low Ninth - Boys Compared
Table YU,P*''25, shovrs no significant difference between the
means obtained by the boys in the low seventh, low eighth and low ninth
grades*
Grades High Seventh, High Eighth and
High Ninth - Boys Compared
TOien tie boys in the high seventh, high eighth and high ninth




In the light of the data presented in the preceding pages of
this study, evidence is presented showing that pupils of the same age
and same grade vary widely with reference to reading abilities. This
was especially true in the Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania Study and the Cleve¬
land, Ohio Study, which are cited in the previous pages of this investi¬
gation (See pp, 8-9). Certain conclusions can be enumerated from the
present investigation.
This study suggests a need for careful diagnosis of the pupils
reading difficulties leading to remedial treatment. Certain grade levels
present unfavorable pgrcentages of scores below the standard norm, but
certain other grade levels (the low third and high third grades, the low
fourth and high foxxrth grades, the low seventh and high seventh grades)
compare favorably with the norm when the percentage of pupils making scores
equal to or above the norm is considered; the percent of overlapping at
each grade level is far too great; the majority of the pupils seem not to
be able to grasp essential ideas or seem not to have acquired the habit of
looking for the most important thought in sentences and paragraphs. There
is evidence of a close relation between scores obtained on the paragraph
meaning and word meaning tests.
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APPMDIX
Tables showing ooiq>arison of the Obtained Class Means with the
StEuidard Norms at Each Grade Level, and Figures showing Graphical
Summations of the Data Presented in the Tables are included here*
Explanation of the Norms Used
The norm used at each grade level in comparing the ob¬
tained class meams with the norm for each grade is applicable to
the time at udiich the test was given* Tfhen the tests were given,
the work of the first month for the low section of each grade was
in progress* Likewise was the work of the fifth month in progress
for the high section of each grade. For example, the norm for the
low section of the fifth grade is taken for 5.0 and the norm for the
high section of the fifth grade is taken for 5.5 since that grade
level had already completed four months or a semester of work pre¬
viously. The graduation of the means by months for the various
grade levels is seen on the front of the blank of the test included
in this study, (see p. 5 )* In this manner, the standard nonns are
used accordingly.
Comparisons of Obtained Class Means with
Nonas at Various Grade Levels
Upon making a comparison of an obtained class mean with the
standard norm at any grade level, it is important to compare also the
means of the specific groups composing the class as a whole with the
norm for that group* This is important since the mean of each specific
group has a direct bearing upon the mean for the class as a whole. For
this reason the Tj»an of the class when boys and girls are combined, and
T»hen the boys and girls are taken separately are compared with the norm.
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How to Read the Tables
In order to enable the reader to interpret the tables
correctly, a sample of the interpretation of the tables for the
low fifth and high fifth grades is given below. This interpreta¬
tion is applicable to all tables in the appendix.
The class mean of the low fifth grade is compared with
the standard nona in Table TT, p. 35. It is shown in the table
that the boys and girls combined register a mean vrhioh is 14.8
points below the norm. This position below the norm makes for a
retardation of one school grade and twelve months in reading age.
The boys in the low fifth grade are 16.2 points below the norm
and are retarded.ten months in school grade and fourteen months in
reading age. The girls in this grade are 13.5 points below the
norm, and register a retardation of eight months in school grade and
twelve months in reading age.
TSIhen the boys and girls are combined in the high fifth
grade a mean is obtained which is 16.3 points below the norm. This
position below the norm is equivalent to a retardation of twelve
months in school grade and fifteen months in reading ago. The boys
compared obtain a mean which is 18.6 points below the norm. They regis¬
ter a retardation which is fourteen months in sohobl grade and seventeen
months in reading ago. The girls in the high fifth, compared alone,
obtain a mean which is 15.7 below the norm. Table VI,p. 36 shows that
the girls are retarded thirteen months in school grade and seventeen
months in reading ago.
Figure I, p. 45 (appendix) is a graphical comparison of the
obtained class means with the norms at various grade levels, and is,
therefore, a graphical summation of the data contained in the tables of
the appendix. Inspection of the figure shows a very slight acceleration
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at the low third grade idien the boys and girls are combined, or when
the boys smd girls are compared separately. Retardation begins at
this point and continues throughout the vsirious grade levels with a
series of increases and decreases in the extent of retardation. At
most of the grade levels, unfavorable degrees of retardation are
noted with a maximtim retardation of twenty-two months at the low
ninth grade.
Figure 2, p. 46 (appendix) is a svomnation or a graphical
representation of the data presented in the tables of the appendix
to show retardation by months and grade levels. A gradual increase
in retardation or deviation from the norm is seen at the high third
grade, continuing to the high fiftlj grade. The maximum points of
retardation are observed at the high fifth, high sixth, low eighth,
high eighth, low ninth and high ninth grades.
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TABLE I,. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS <nTH THE NORM
THIRD L, READINGS COMPREHENSIONS AND PARAGRAPH MEAl^ING
N* 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 31 3.0 8-6
Class Mean 32.5 3.1 8-8
S. D. . 11.95
Probable Error Mean 1.26
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 22
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 31 3.0 8-6
Class Mean 34.50 3.2 8-10
S. D. 15
Probable Error Mean 2.15
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 18
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 31 3.0 8-6
Class Mean 32.50 3,1 8-8
S. D. 11.60
Probable Error Mean 1.85
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TABLE 11^. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS inTH THE NORM
THIRD H. READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND FIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 41 3.5 9-3
Class Mean 39.15 3.4 9-2
S. D. 12.70
Probable Error Mean 1.35
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 18
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 41 3.5 9-3
Class Mean 37.68 3.3 9-1
S. D. 12.90
Probable Error Mean 2.05
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 22
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 41 3.5 9-3
Class Mean 39.75 3.4 9-3
S. D. 14.00
Probable Error Moan 2.01
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TABLE III, COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS YHTH THE NORM
FOURTH L- READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 49 4.0 9-11
Class Mean 40.61 3.5 9-3
S. D. 10,59
Probable Error Mean 1.12
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 18
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 49 4.0 9-11
Class Mean 33.32 3.1 8-8
S. D. 11.01
Probable Error Means 1.07
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 22
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 49 4.0 9-11
Class Mean 42.45 3.6 9-4
S. D. 8.55
Probable Error Mean 1.23
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TABLE IV. COMFaKISON OF CLASS MEAIIS t’lflTH THE NORM
FOUETH H. READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 44
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 57 4.5 10-6
Class Mean 45.3 3.8 9-7
S. D. 13.55
Probable Error Mean 1.38
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOIS
Ns 19
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 57 4.5 10-, 6
Class Mean 40.15 3.4 9-3
S. D. 15.90
Probable Error Mean 2.46
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 25
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 57 4.5 10-6
Class Mean 49.14 4.0 9-11
S. D. 11.10
Probable Error Mean 1.49
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TABLE V. COMPARISON OF CL^SS MEANS WITH THE NORM
FIFTH L- READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 63 5.0 10-11
Class Mean 48. 2 4.0 9-10
S. D. 10.35
Probable Error Mean 1.09
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 22
BOYS
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 63 5.0 10-11
Class Mean 46.8 3.9 9-9
S. D. 8.64
Probable Error Mean 1.24
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 18
GIRLS
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 63 5.0 10-11
Class Mean 49.5 4.1 9-11
S. D. 11.64
Probable Error Mean 1.85
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TABLE n,. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS miH THE NORM
FIFTH H. READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
N» 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 68 5.5 11*4
Class Mean 51.7 4.2 10-1
S. D. 10.85
Probable Error Mean 1.15
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
N* 13
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norn 68 5.5 11-4
Class Mean 49.40 4.0 9-11
S. D. 14.45
Probable Error Mean 2,745
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Nt 27
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 68 5.5 11-4




TABLE VII.. COMPARISON OF CIASS MEANS VrtTH THE NORM
SIXTH L. READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 74 6.0 11-10
Class Iiileans 65.5 6.4 11-3
S. D. 7.65
Probable Error Mean .82
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 17
Score School Grade Reading Age
Nom 74 6.0 11-10
Class Mean 63.70 5.1 11-0
S. D. 10.75
Probable Error Mean 1.76
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEABIHG
GIRLS
Ns 23
Score School Grade Reading Ago
Norm 74 6.0 11-10
Class Mean 63.70 5.5 11-4
S. D. 7.23
Probable Error Mean 1.01
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TABLE Till .COMPARISON OF CIASS MEANS KHTH THE NORl^
SIXTH H- READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Nt 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 78 6.5 12-3
Cla ss Mean 59.45 4.6 10-7
S. D. 9.54
Probable Error Mean 1.01
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 15
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 78 6.5 12-3
Class Norm 59.30 4.6 10-7
S. D. 9.99
Probable Error Mean 1.70
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 25
Score School Grade Reading Kge
Norm 78 6.5 12-3
Class Mean 59.38 4.6 10-7
S. D. 7.08
Probable Error Mean .95
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TABLE H. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS WITH THE NORM
SEVENTH L. READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Nt 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Ago
Norm 82 7.0 12-8
Class Mean 79.35 6.6 12-4
S. D. 6*63
ProHable Error Mean .70
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
N* 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm . 82 7.0 12-8
Class Mean 77.55 6.4 12-3
S. D. 8.37
Probable Error Mean 1.26
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Nt 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 82 7.0 12-8
Class Mean 81.15 6.8 12-7
S. D. 9.87
Probable Error Mean 1.49
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TABLE X*. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS WITH THE NORM
SEVENTH H. READING: COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
N: 42 PUPILS
BOYS Airo GIRLS COliBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 86 7.5 13-3
Class Mean 81.45 6.8 12-7
S. D. 11.40
Probable Error Mean 1.18
READING: COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH LEANING
BOYS
N: 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Nona 86 7.5 13.3
Class Mean 82.26 7.0 12-8
S. D. 13.20
Probable Error Mean 1.98
READING: COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
N: 22
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 86 7.5 13-r3
Class Mean 80.50 6.8 12-7
S. D. 9.95
Probable Error Mean 1.49
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TABLE XI,- COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS WITH THE NORM
EIGHTH L. READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Nt 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 90 8.0 13-11
Class Mean 71.50 5.8 11-8
S. D. 12.15
Probable Error Mean 1.29 .
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
N* 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 90 8.0 13-11
Class Mean 70.25 5.7 11-6
S. D. 12.50
Probable Error Mean 1.88
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
N* 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 90 8.0 13-11
Class Nlean 73.50 6.0 11-10
S. D. ia.98
Probable Error Mean 1.65
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TABLE XII^ COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS WITH THE NORM
EIGHTH H. READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Nt 40
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 93 8.5 14-6
Class Mean 82.88 7.1 12-10
S. D. 10.95
-
Probable Error Mean 1.66
READING* COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
N* 20
Score School Grade Reading Ago
Norm 93 8.5 14-6
Class Mean 87.55 7.8 13-7
S. D. 12.65
Probable Error Mean 1.90
READING * COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Nt 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 93 8.5 14-6
Class Mean 81.55 7.0 12-8
S. D. 7.80
Probable Error Mean 1.19
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TABLE nil. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS VOTH THE NORM
KIHTH L. READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 96 9.0 15-0
Class Mean 80.87 6.8 12-7
S. D. 12.0
Probable Error Mean 1.27
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 96 9.0 15-0
Class Mean 77.68 6.4 12-3
S. D. 12.85
Probable Error Mean 1.93
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
N) 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 96 9.0 15,0
Class Mean 82.50 7.1 12,10
S. D. 11.20
Probable Error Mean 1.69
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TABLE XI7. COMPARISON OF CLASS MEANS WITH THE NORM
NINTH H. READINGS': COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
Ns 40 PUPILS
BOYS AND GIRLS COMBINED
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 99 9.5 15-6
Class Ii^an 87.12 7.6 13-5
S. D. 9.99
Probable Error Mean 1.06
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
BOYS
Ns 20
Score School Grads Reading Age
Norm 99 9.5 15-6
Class Mean 85.30 7.4 13-1
S. D. 9.78
Probable Error Mean 1.97
READINGS COMPREHENSION AND PARAGRAPH MEANING
GIRLS
Ns 20
Score School Grade Reading Age
Norm 99 9.5 15-6
Class Mean 87.55 7.8 13-7
S. D. 9.06
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